Sunshine Coast Spinners and Weavers Guild

Announcements
Replacement IGA cards
are on their way
Big thanks to Dianne.
The Guild needs
a new Programs person
This position requires someone
to plan approximately 20 minute
programs to have at our
meetings. Usually only 5
presentations are required per
year. The guild often provides an
honorarium to the presenter,
especially if they have come from
off the coast.
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The Best Kept Secret…
on the Coast is the Mark of the Hand studio.
Secret? But didn’t we all know that it was
Yvonne’s new endeavour now that she
has passed Fibreworks onto good hands?
What many of us might not have realized
is that it is a kind of salon—like those that
notable people established in the 18th century.
A kind of regularly occurring open house where
people can find refreshment (across the street at Straits Coffee), hear
about all the latest ideas, get advice on their project, catch up with
their friends…. Even guild members who don’t aspire to be the next
Voltaire should check it out before it goes on hiatus at the end of
March.

Missing:

The Guild’s Louet skein winder
arms about 20” across.
Please tell it to call home.
Doreen or Lynda

Some available offerings at Mark of the Hand
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More announcements
Our new Ashford RH loom is
ready for weaving! It is 16” wide
so would do for napkins,
placemats, mug rugs, small
towels, and of course scarves.
This light weight, very portable
loom is easy to work with and
faster than knitting! We have
several guild members who are
able to help you and it is certainly
possible to find all you need to
know on the ‘net. Good for sock
yarn, handspun, cotton etc. Let
Lynda D or Doreen
know if you want to borrow it.
(contact info in the guild list.)

Buy and Sell

Mark of the Hand continued
And the chairs! Did I mention the chairs?

Chairs so…habit-forming…that they should require a prescription.

(and sometimes adopt)
Free to good home:

More Chairs

Microwave
has been used for dyeing fibre
&
2 large blue canning cauldrons
have been used for
washing fleece and dyeing fibre
email:
joanreeves340@gmail.com

These ones are at the Gibsons Public Market, and occupied by guild
members, at the Tuesday Night ‘Appy Hour Knit-in, which is well
on the way to becoming an established tradition!
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One of the Unexpected Pleasures…
of our new southern spin-in space at the Sechelt Arts Centre is how good the light is for all kinds of hand
work.

Spinning and knitting under the skylight. Don’t look at the cool sweater or the DIY Andean plyer. Notice the even shadow-free
natural light even on a cloudy coast winter day.

Guild Members should Know…
that there is a new fibre-arts oriented business in town.
Stitch And Bobbin
#6–819 Gibsons Way
Tue-Sat 10-5
Sun 11-4
Monday Closed
604-840-3388
info@stitchandbobbin.com
Most of their merchandise is oriented to quilters, but
even spinners and weavers sometimes need needles,
thread, batting or fabric someone else wove.
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The Book Corner
It is the time of year that many of our projects involve
seeds and soil and sunlight. It’s always energizing to
renew the cycle each February and March with trays
under lights -- the promise of summer bouquets and
salads to come. And of dyeing days? Though many
Guild members already grow dye plants, our new book,
‘A Garden to Dye For’ by Chris McLaughlin, lists 50
plants which can be grown locally and used to colour
protein and/or cellulose fibres. Almost half of these can
be started indoors or out this month.

Along with new issues of our various periodicals,
other new books this month include:
The Best of Jane Austen Knits
Circular Knitting Workbook
Time to Weave
Sew Liberated
I’m gratified when I come across intriguing
second hand books for the Library (as some of
these are), and I’m also thankful to those who
donate. Suggestions from Guild members for
new purchases for the Library are always
welcome. We are anticipating a new knit
magazine subscription from the UK; a Japanese
Knit Stitches guide and Rebecca Burgess’
definitive work on the Fibreshed movement.
Thanks for these recommendations!
—Jana
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